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Preface.. This thesis contains some new results 

obtained by the method of value region considerations 

developed by Leighton and Throng ' J• 

The author is indebted to Dr, Walter Leighton for 

his advice in the preparation of this thesis and to 

Mr, W.J. Thron for helpful suggestions.. 

General concepts. The continued fraction 

30 f 
a„ 

j- bn -j- 

where the and bn are complex numbers, is said to converge 

or diverge accordingly as the series 

*0 ) + /At- Aj. 
Bb / l ftL d, 

converges or diverges.If the series converges to a value 

v then the continued fraction is said to converge to this 

value. 

The value of the An and 2^ are given by the following 

recursion formulae 

- bo * Ai - bobl i al * 

BQ-I, — 

= bnAn_x f an
An-2 * 

Bn- kn2!!-! •* 

The ratio An/Bn is called the nth. approxinant of the 

continued fraction 



I.Introduction. This paper is concerned with the 

establishing of new conditions which insure the convergence 

of the continued fraction 

(1.1) l + Ji. JJa *3 
T 1 4- 1 + 1 

Where the % are complex numbers.The method to be followed 

was introduced by Leighton and Thron [i] .Briefly it is 

as follows.Denote the nth. approxlmani of {1.1} by 

Conditions on the numbers an are determined which imply that 

the approximants lie in a given region ¥ of the complex 

plane.A continued fraction the elements of which are 
* 

functions of the complex variable z and which reduces to 

(1.1.) for s=:l is then Introduced .When the given conditions 

on the numbers are satisfied the approximants of this 

continued fraction are shown to form a normal family in a 

region D of the complex plane which includes the point 

z - l.FTom the known convergence of this family in a 

sub-region of D the (uniform) convergence of the fatally 

in every closed region interior to D meg be Inferred.The 

convergence of (1.1) Is then trivial. 

2.Two lemmas. It will be convenient to refer to an 

open connected set as an open region and to use the tens 

region to mean ajpopen region plus part or all Its boundary* 

If s is a set of compled numbers and a is a fixed complex 

number, we shall designate by a+s and by S -ha the set 
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obtained, toy adding to ©ash element of £ fch© number a* 

(haosetrlcally it is clear that a+>S is a translation of 

the set S by means of the vector a*. Similarly: aS: will 

denote the set obtained from S by multiplying each 

element of 3 by the number a ..Geometrically this constitutes 

a stretching of the set : followed by a rotation of the 

resulting set through an angle of arg a *Sy the notation 

D[a.s] is meant the point set Intersection of all sets aS as 

a assumes all values in a given set- A.* 

The following lemma Is an extension’of a result-duo: 

to Scott and WallL ]# 

Lemma 2*1* Let %?%>?bp any four sets of points 

in the complex plane which have the following properties;.; 

(a} 11 C.* 

(to) 1+S2CVS * 

(o) Ita/v if and vtlbj$ 

(d) 1 -h a/v £ Vgj If a£Dg and vfV^. 

If the numbers Cgn-i £% and £.Og (nr: 1*2, *■*♦}* the 

values of the approximante of the continued fraction (1#1) 

are numbers which‘are contained in Vj^and the values of 

the approximantB of 

(a*U i + , 

belong to ¥✓>*. 

The proof of this lemma is toy an easy induction 

We proceed with the proof of the following result 

which is a consequence of Lemma 2*1#* 



Lcanaa 2#2# Let V^. and Vg be, any two sets, of numbers 

in tho complex plane such that the sets 

Iff the numbers *2*1-1 £ % and a2n £ s2 ***.)* the 

values off the approxiaants off (1.1) belong to and the 

values off the approximants off (2.1) belong to Vg *, 

To prove this lemma it will foe sufficient to show 

that conditions (c) and (d) off Lemma 2*1 are satisfied when 

we have identified the sets off that lemma with the 

present sets E* for i=l*2 respectively*Me shall prove that 

condition (e) holds.The proof for (d) will then follow 

mutatls mutandis*To that end let a be any point £ % and 

be any point £ Vg and observe that the definition off Ej 

Insures the existence off a point v£ £ V^ such that 

a~ Vg^p£—l) *It follows that 1+ a/vg — vj £ V^*. 

3 .The principal, theorem.* WorpitshyL*^ ^proved that iff 

the elements lie in the region \z\the continued 

fraction (1*1) converges.Leighton and Wall L <2. Jehowed that 

the conditionss 

El=Dtv2(?1-l)J, 

®S= D^fVg- 1)J , 
have the property that 

1+ E,C% * 14 S gCVg 

(3*1) 



are also sufficient for convergence of (1.1) ..Conditions 

(3.10 will be employed In the proof of the principal 

result of this papers 

Theorem 3.1 Let it be any .real number 71 and let £ 
_____ ^ 

and £, be positive numbers <k, If the elements an=r 

are such that \ 

0*~M' 

the continued fraction (1.1) converges. 

The first step in the demonstration of this theorem 

is the proof of the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1 Let k b§ any real number l.If the elements 

a &re 8UC^- ^hat 

r/lil-CU ^ ~ i7rJ/ndi*j ■ X 
the values of the aonroximanta of (1 *1) belong to and 

the values of the approx!mants of (2.1) belong to 

Let the sets and Vg of lemma 2.2 be 

respectively the sets | z —1|^ k andjsj? I «It will follow that 

(i) the set D £ Vg(?-j--3^Jis the set /a/ik and that (11) 

EgZ B[V^ (%"“ ^Jis the set of points i=-/is6&' for v?hlch vZ ^2.('A."Oft&). 

To prove (1) observe that V^— 1 is the set of points 

z for which |z|^k and that the set Vg (%"* -*•) C ¥2^V1~ -0 

whenever Vg and Vg are elements of ?g such that 

arg Vgcrarg Vg andjvgj <] v2[eFor in these circumstances the 

set Vg^Vj-lj is the circular region defined by | Vgj 
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while the set Vg^-ljis the region |s)^ k jvg|= k.ThU3 the 

set E is the set jz|f k. Vie note that 

(3.2) M-&C V, 
The proof (ii) is somewhat more complicated * we observe 

that Vg-1 is the set of complex numbers z for which \z 

The set 0(Vg~ l) is not well-defined.From continuity 

considerations we shall define it to be the set exterior to 

the null circle jz)—0. Consider then the set of products v-j^Vg- l) 

where % .If rx and are any two such elements of V-^ 

having the properties arg v^ r arg v^ and jv^j ?|vx| sthen 

VX 3.) C vx ^ 3^* This is true since multiplication of Vg— 1 

by v-^ subjects the set to the same rotation as multiplication 

by Since however [v^J 7|vj|9the ’’exterior” set which is 
vi(^T -0 

contains the *exterior” set ¥x ^g-3).Thus D( ¥g- ijjx D£v*^ ( 

for v« on the boundary of V^. caa nom prove that Eg is the 

set of numbers 2 - fit for which 

JV~V %Ck-c*4.6h. 
To determine the boundary of Eg it is clearly sufficient to 

consider only those products v^ (Vg-l) share and vg range 

over the boundaries of and Vg respectively ..To that end 

i'ck I'B 
let /£&.)£ and /l(6)V be arbitrary points of the boundaries 

of and Vg-l respestively.lt is clear that 

/tC<*) - Gti-cL -f lJkk~ AM* V)'^ ^ f 

fiei + 
We shall show first that , . / , ^') 

(5.3) AW)ft(Sj * xLJi-oxu^)! (**-i 
It will follow then that the boundary of Eg is not exterior 

to the lisaacon/^, .The proof of (3*35 is easy.I t 

is clearly sufficient to prove that 
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(3.4) - 

0 and k 7 I , it is then sufficient to prove that 

(3.5) CJk±AJAt****tf' 
But this is equivalent to .Ju 

(3*6) 0 [A MM $ 1TAAM <A) 

Thus (3*3) is true, However, we observe that inequalities 

{3.3) and (3*6) are equivalent*With this in mind w© can 

establish that corresponding to each angle Other© 

exists anessenttally unique choice ofo{and of^ such that 

the ©quality sign in(3»3) and in (3*6 ) holds*It. will follow 

that the limacon /£- $CA~ is the boundary of Eg* The 

anglesoi sadft referred to are determined by the fallowing 

conditions: 

(M. o( r 

AJJV\ ft -1 

/ - 

A 

slAM & 

UHL& - A 

(/J4UAJL A - 'l/l -3L&CD<& +A*~ * 

«6~ 



it is clear that these equations determined and @ 

to within an additive integral multifile of 277.It is easy to 

see that (3*6) and hence (3*3) reduces to an equality for 

for this choice of cK and 0 .It is not difficult to prove 

that there is no other choice of o{ and Shaving thedesired 

properties.However*since the uniqueness is irrelevant to 

our present discussion*its proof is omitted # 

To complete the proof of the leawsa if© not© that 

(3*7) 1 + 

and recall (3«2). 

To complete the proof of Theorem 3*1 wo introduce 

the continued fraction 

(3*8) , a_s 
1 1 v'2 

1 -t 1 
fs£ 

t i -f a 
V2 

where is a complex variable.This continued fraction 

reduces to (1.1) when z-l.We shall suppose that the coeff¬ 

icients &n satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3»l/lt is clear 

then that for [z 1 h I i~ ,where <Sj * 

(3*9) a2n-lz ~ k 

Further*since the numbers a 
an 

lie outside the liasacon 

/l~9*Chf£r ) positive numbers Y] and oU can he chosen so 

small that for and fl < l +-&£. we have ap /a —’ f\ -YL 

satisfying the conditions 

RM, 7/X0I-CM #*,). 
Let cT toe the smaller of cf, and c^„ in the open region S defined 
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by the Inequalities 

(3*10) m | &l<tf j 0<M<M 
the approximan te of the continued fraction (3«&) are a family 

of rational functions of s.By (3*9) and (3*10) Lemma 3*1 

asserts that the •rallies of these approxlmants lie in the 

bounded region .Thus this family is a normal family for 

z in D. 

We shall now show that this normal family converges in 

an open sub-set of D.Denote by h the smaller of the two numbers 

.Then for Izlih 9the elements of 

(3.8) have the property that 

laan-lM-/4 j (n_ 1,2*... }* 

Thus by the theorem referred to conversing inequalities 

{3*1}*the continued fraction (33) converges for Jsl^h 

and hence in the intersection of this circular region with 

the region D* By Mantel 
xsL 3 Jgeneral 1 Eat ion of the 

StieltJ ©s-Vital& theorem the sequence of approxlmants of 

(3*8) converges (uniformly) in ©very closed region interior 

to D.Thussin particular*this family converges- for s = l* 

The proof of the theorem is couplet©*- 

The following corollary is an immediate consequence 

of the theor@3U.The notation is that of the theorem*, 
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CerollaryS.l If ■ 

KM.7/2Ut+ti+,'> j (/n-ijir--) 

the continued fraction (1*1) converges* 

It Is a consequence of Theorem 3«1 that the continued. 

fr&ction(2.l) converges at least, in the wider sense-,and 

converges to a finite value if and only if (1*1) converges 

to a value 3fz ’ l.The following result is thus established. 

The notation is that of the theorem* - 

Corollary 3*2 M. the .elements are such that 

J'~Urt) i £• (w-iji, •# 0^ 
the continued fraction (1.1) converges at .least in the 'wider 

Corollary 3 .4 JJ* the elements of agn lie In the 

circle \z\ i: 1 and if the Quantities a2n+l are out-,8ide Qf 

and hounded away from the card1old jr - j £ / — ^4, &) the 

continued fraction (1.1) converges. 
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$© prove this on© observe© that omm can ©boos® nt«Ebers 

Is 71 arid £,70 ©yell that the numbers ^ntl outside the 

Haakon fl? .A^osiiive number £ can be choosen .so 

that |agn|.The conditions of theorem 3JL are then 

fulfilled* 

4* We now proeedd to prove the following theorem,. 

.theorem If-.j . Let k be any ^number < I and let £ and £/ 

be any positive numbers < k,If the complex numbers &2n-l 

and satisfy the conditional 

taon-il-5 &^~ £ (a2n l ^ Cl-t-Jk.) *“•/ 

then the continued fraction (1,1} converges*. 

In order to prove this theorem weprove first the 

n2oi. 
following lemma,. 

.lemma 4.2, Let k he anv^muaber <l.If the elements an 

satisfy the conditionss 

|a2n-ll'^ » 
j y, ( ii~M) ■ (/h~ l/^j " ), 

the values of the approxlmants of (1.1) belong to ¥j and 

the values of the approxlmants of (2*1) belong to ¥g* 

Let the sets ¥^ and Vg of leaiaa2.2 be respectively 

the sets [z - l| ^ k and |s - ll 7A+$ ,lt will follow that (1(1 

the set E^- sjyg(?3“i)J is the set |s|t/fand that (11) 

Eg-D[y^(_Vg-3)Ji s the set )s) ^ ( l-hfc)^~ .To prove (1) note that 

V3.-I is the set of points \z\6. k, and that the set Vg (y^-l) C- 

vg(¥^~l) where Vg and vg are elements of Vg such that 

arg Vg =arg v2 and |Vg|l[vg| .For then the set VgCV^-l) Is the 



circular region defined by lz| < k|vg\ while the set v2 (Vj-1) 

is the region. |z\*k [yj>l=k.Hence the set E-^ is the set\z)^~k 

We note that 

(4.1) 1+BSjCT^/ 

The proof of (ii) can be given by a similar argument. 

We observe that 

(4.2) 1 4 S2 C V2 • 

To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 we consider again 

the continued fraction (3.8) »which reduces to (1.1) for z 

We shall suppose that the coefficients an satisfy the 

hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.It is clear then that for [z J 4 / 

where — & /it ~ ^ 

(4.3) la2n-lz \ ^ 

Further, if Jzl < i+^i where ~ & 1 / 

(4.4) [a^a/z| ^ (_\ 

Let £ be the smaller of of, and ^.In the region D def ined by 

1415 t fi the approximants of the continued fraction (3*8) 

are a family of rational functions of z.By (4*3) and (4.4) 

lemma 4.2 asserts that the values of these approximants 

lie in the bounded region .Thus this family is a normal 

family for z in D. 

It will now be shown that the normal family converges 

in an open sub-set of D.Denote by e the smaller of the two 

numbers a.n&iltlUtf-httljjS .Then for/z!.f c,the 

elements of (3.8) satisfy the inequalities 

{^n-l2l l^x/21^n = 1»2»# * * 
Then by the theorem referred to concerning inequalities (3.1) 

the continued fraction (3*8) converges for [zl^ c and hence 
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tn the intersection of this circular region with D.By 

Montel*s generalization of the Stfeltjes-Vltali theorem 

the sequence of approximants of (3.8) converges (uniformly), 

in every closed region interior to D.Henee in particular 

this family converges for z-crl* 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

The following corollary is an immediate consequence 

for it is evident that we can interchange the rSles of 

the odd and even elements. . 
as<d£i 

Corollary 4.3 Let k frp, anv/Nnumher< 1 and let f^be any 

positive numbers < It.If the complex numbers apyy.1 and aon 

satisfy the conditionsi 

|a2n I i k ' t [a2n-l I L '^7 

Then the continued fraction (1.1) converges;. 
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